BUYING GUIDE

OMAR
Storage system

CARE
INSTRUCTION
Wipe clean with a soft cloth dampened in water and a mild washing-up detergent or soap, if necessary. Wipe dry with a clean cloth.

ENVIRONMENT
The material in this product may be recyclable. Please check the recycling rules in your community and if recycling facilities exist in your area.

MATERIAL
Galvanised steel is a recyclable material with a protective layer of zinc which makes the surface durable, hard-wearing and means that it’s very low maintenance.

SAFETY
This furniture must be fixed to the wall. Different wall materials require different types of fixing devices. Use fixing devices suitable for the walls in your home, sold separately.

GOOD TO KNOW
Only for indoor use.

Simple to build and easy to personalise
Start by thinking about what you want to store. Then combine shelf sections the way that suits your space best. You can build upwards and to the sides without tools. There are practical clip-on baskets and a cover that makes the wire shelf flat.
COMBINATIONS

OMAR combination, galvanised.
Overall size: 92×36×181 cm.
This combination Rs.4,980 (998.729.18)

Shopping list
Shelving unit 92×94×36 cm, galvanised 001.672.07 Rs.2,490/pc 2 pcs

OMAR combination, galvanised.
Overall size: 211×36×94 cm.
This combination Rs.6,080 (092.790.45)

Shopping list
Shelving unit 92×92×36 cm, galvanised 001.672.07 Rs.2,490/pc 2 pcs
Cover for shelf 92 cm, galvanised 203.346.63 Rs.350/pc 2 pcs
Clip-on basket, galvanised 403.346.62 Rs.200/pc 2 pcs

OMAR combination, galvanised.
Overall size: 197×36×181 cm.
This combination Rs.12,160 (692.790.52)

Shopping list
Shelving unit 92×94×36 cm, galvanised 001.672.07 Rs.2,490/pc 4 pcs
Cover for shelf 92 cm, galvanised 203.346.63 Rs.350/pc 4 pcs
Clip-on basket, galvanised 403.346.62 Rs.200/pc 4 pcs
ALL PARTS AND PRICES

OMAR shelving unit, galvanised.
92×94×36 cm  001.672.07  Rs.2,490

OMAR cover for shelf, galvanised.
92 cm  203.346.63  Rs.350

OMAR clip-on basket, galvanised.
403.346.62  Rs.200

ACCESSORIES

SAMLA box, transparent.
28×19×14 cm/5 litre  601.808.85  Rs.89
39×28×14 cm/11 litre  101.809.39  Rs.149
39×28×28 cm/22 litre  901.809.40  Rs.199

SAMLA insert. For 11 and 22 l box 37×25×12 cm.
Transparent  701.808.75  Rs.249

SAMLA lid, transparent.
For 5 litre box  101.808.83  Rs.50
For 11 and 22 litre box  801.809.45  Rs.80

KLÄMTARE box with lid, dark grey.
27×45×15 cm  302.923.61  Rs.699

Knagglig box, pine.
23×31×15 cm  804.275.98  Rs.499
46×31×25 cm  004.275.97  Rs.899
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